2 Telephone Interview with Jane Morris, Marketing Coordinator, Shepard's, January 20, 1998 and with Dan Dabney, KeyCite team, West Group, February 13, 1998 . 2 the case is not safe to use as a precedent, yellow means use the precedent with caution, and green shows the user that the case is still solid precedent. In addition, KeyCite analyzes how in-depth the later case's discussion is of the cited case and notes cases that actually quote the precedent case. KeyCite further speeds the researcher by reverse-citating the original case. That is, it looks at the precedent in the original case, and analyzes whether that is still good law. This is called the 
I. How Do They Work? The Processes
Both Shepard's and West's KeyCite follow a multi-step process to produce their massive citator databases. Despite advertising claims to the contrary, these processes are remarkably similar. Both Shepard's and KeyCite currently use automation to extract or highlight all citations in every opinion they receive in electronic format. These systems must be programmed to recognize a citation and mark it for human editors. 2 3 Morris, supra, note 2. 4 Dabney, supra, note 2. 5 Morris, supra, note 2.
3
The human editors then read the case and manually add the history and treatment codes. At Shepard's, specially trained legal editors then read each case's citing references and determine the impact on precedent. They assign the history and treatment codes manually.
3 At West Group, the editors for every opinion published in the West National Reporter System are the same attorney editors who write the syllabus and headnotes. The analysis of case history and treatment codes has just been added to their regular duties. Those decisions not published in full in West's reporters are read and evaluated by a separate set of trained editors who evaluate and assign history and treatment tags. 4 But both systems use highly trained human editors who evaluate and manually assign the history and treatment codes.
The next step is the assignment of headnote superscripts, which identify for which issue the later case was citing the earlier case. The Shepard's editors compare the citing case side-by-side with the precedent to locate the appropriate headnote number if possible. KeyCite's unique depth of treatment and quote-marking is another big plus. The ability to sort quickly which of the citing cases deal extensively with 24 the case in hand will markedly improve researchers' efficiency. If I were a law firm administrator, I think these last two points alone would decide me that everybody needed to learn KeyCite. The final straw for that decision would be the fact that KeyCite does the complete job in one search, while Shepard's online requires three separate iterations: Shepard's, Shepard's Preview and QuickCite.
In most cases, KeyCite appears to be very much equal to Shepard's in coverage. Occasionally, one finds a non-case that the other misses, and this happened to both competitors in the cases we tested. In a few cases, KeyCite appears to slightly better Shepard's in finding cases, though most of these higher numbers were the result of picking up unpublished decisions. In many cases, KeyCite provided more headnotes to guide the researcher and often provided more non-case citations. Thoughtful readers will recognize that the provision of Shepard's is still the standard citator and is certainly an excellent product.
However, KeyCite's addition of the 
